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Abstract

In dynamic visual environments, objects can differ from their backgrounds in terms of their associated temporal structure—the

time course of changes in some stimulus property defining object and background. In a series of experiments, we investigated

whether different ‘‘messengers’’ of temporal structure group into coherent spatial forms. Observers viewed arrays of Gabor patches

in which different temporal structures designated figure and ground regions; extracting the figure required grouping across synchro-

nized orientation, spatial frequency, phase, and/or contrast changes. Observers were able to extract spatial form from temporal

structure even when information had to be combined across different messengers. Further, mixing messengers of temporal structure

proved cost-free: task performance when grouping across messengers approximated performance when all information resided

within a single messenger. Thus, the visual system can abstract temporal structure regardless of the messenger of the dynamic event;

a coherent spatial structure emerges from this abstracted temporal structure.

� 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Object perception depends critically on processes of

segmentation and grouping. To perceive a meaningful

environment, the visual system often must represent spa-

tially distinct regions as belonging to unified objects

while representing some spatially contiguous regions as

belonging to different objects. This integration across

space is one of several instantiations of ‘‘the binding

problem’’ that must be solved for coherent visual per-
ception. In recent years, empirical and theoretical work

has generated much debate about the mechanisms by

which the visual system signals binding (e.g., Crick &

Koch, 1990; Farid, 2002; Kiper, Gegenfurtner, & Movs-

hon, 1996; Rogers-Ramachandran & Ramachandran,
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1998; Shadlen & Movshon, 1999; Singer, 1999; Singer

& Gray, 1995). These debates reveal a superceding ques-
tion: What visual features trigger the operation of these

binding mechanisms? That is, what algorithms does the

visual system use to determine which elements belong to

a single object and which belong to different objects?

Last century, Gestalt psychologists proposed a hand-

ful of principles for visual perceptual organization

(Koffka, 1935; Wertheimer, 1923/1938). For most of

the organizational principles—including proximity, sim-
ilarity, and good continuation—grouping depends on

the spatial configuration of the image. Nonetheless, tem-

poral structure also affects perceptual organization, as

reflected by the principle of common fate: objects that

move together over time group together over space.

Recent studies have expanded our conceptualization

of common fate, as well as the role of temporal factors

in grouping more generally (e.g., Alais, Blake, & Lee,
1998; Fahle, 1993; Kandil & Fahle, 2001; Lee & Blake,
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1999b, 2001; Leonards, Singer, & Fahle, 1996; Sekuler &

Bennett, 2001; Usher & Donnelly, 1998). For example,

Alais et al. (1998) found that temporally correlated con-

trast changes enhanced the perceptual coherence of

moving gratings, whereas temporally uncorrelated con-

trast changes reduced perceptual coherence. Similarly,
segmentation and grouping can occur on the basis

of variations in luminance over time; elements that

brighten and darken according to the same time course

group together, and segment from elements that bright-

en and darken according to a different time course (Sek-

uler & Bennett, 2001). Using an array of moving Gabor

patches, Lee and Blake (1999b) demonstrated the spatial

grouping of moving elements undergoing stochastic but
synchronous direction reversals and their segmentation

from background elements that underwent similar but

unsynchronized direction reversals. This phenomenon

differs from common fate as classically defined because

the individual elements in the array did not ‘‘move to-

gether’’ in the typical sense (i.e., at the same general

speed and in the same general direction); rather, the con-

tours of the grouped elements were of random orienta-
tion and moved in different directions, sharing only

the timing of motion reversals. Together, these experi-

ments suggest that temporal correlation, broadly de-

fined, may be a fundamental principle of visual

perceptual organization. The specifics of the mecha-

nisms underlying grouping by temporal structure remain

arguable (e.g., Adelson & Farid, 1999; Lee & Blake,

1999a; Shadlen & Movshon, 1999; Singer, 1999; Singer
& Gray, 1995).

If correlated change (i.e., correlated temporal struc-

ture) plays a central role in solving the binding problem,

then the visual system should show a general sensitivity

to the temporal structure of a stimulus. Under these cir-

cumstances, we predict that the visual system will group

together any stimulus elements undergoing synchro-

nous, salient changes, regardless of the precise nature
of those changes.

In the current paper, we present three experiments

investigating the extent to which the visual system ab-

stracts temporal structure from the nature of the dy-

namic change. Specifically, we asked: Do temporally

correlated changes lead to grouping even when the nat-

ure of those changes varies across the spatial array? In

other words, do different ‘‘messengers’’ of a common
temporal structure become perceptually organized into

a coherent spatial form?

To address this question, we used a paradigm in which

observers had to segment and group visual stimuli on the

basis of temporal structure alone (e.g., Lee & Blake,

1999b); that is, stochastically changing figure and ground

elements could be distinguished solely on the basis of the

timing of those changes. In the current experiments, dif-
ferent ‘‘messengers’’ (i.e., different types of changes) car-

ried the temporal structure of different elements within
the array: some elements underwent orientation changes,

whereas other elements underwent spatial frequency

changes, phase changes, or contrast changes. Extracting

the relevant spatial structure required grouping across

different messengers of temporal structure. Therefore,

task performance should be proficient only to the extent
that the visual system abstracts the notion of ‘‘change,’’

and utilizes the temporal structure of this abstracted

messenger in solving the binding problem.
2. General methods

2.1. Stimuli

Fig. 1A schematizes a single frame of a stimulus used

in this experiment. The stimuli consisted of arrays of

Gabor patches on a mid-gray background (16.5 cd/

m2). Each Gabor patch had a randomly assigned orien-

tation, phase, spatial frequency, and contrast.

Within the array, a rectangular subset of elements was

designated as the figure region and all remaining ele-
ments comprised the ground. The orientation of the fig-

ure (horizontal or vertical) varied randomly across trials.

The figure and ground regions differed only in the tempo-

ral structure by which their component elements chan-

ged. Gabor patches within the figure region changed at

times designated by one stochastic point process,

whereas Gabor patches within the ground region chan-

ged at times designated by a second point process (Fig.
1B). Both point processes operated at a rate of 30 Hz

(i.e., changes occurred at 33.3 ms intervals or some mul-

tiple thereof). The correlation between the two point pro-

cesses, which specified the level of temporal structure

available for segregating figure and ground, varied

across trials. Constraints ensured that changes occurred

on precisely 50% of the frames and that no more than

four successive frames contained either all changes or
no changes (a constraint that minimizes contrast artifacts

owing to temporal summation over frames).

In these experiments, a ‘‘change’’ involved assigning

each Gabor patch in the designated region a new orien-

tation, phase, spatial frequency, or contrast. To ensure

detectability of the changes, the newly assigned parame-

ters differed from the previous values by at least a desig-

nated minimum, but were otherwise random. For
orientation, the minimum change was 15�; phase

changes had to exceed p/4; spatial frequency and con-
trast were required to increase or decrease by at least

33% of the previous value.

2.2. Procedure

Each trial consisted of a fixation point until key press,
followed by a dynamically changing array of Gabor

patches. The displays appeared for 2033 ms (initial frame



Fig. 1. (A) Schematic illustration of a single stimulus frame. The dotted rectangle (not present in an actual stimulus display) denotes the figure

region; all elements outside the dotted rectangle comprised the ground. Note that each Gabor patch had randomly assigned orientation, phase,

spatial frequency, and contrast, such that the figure and ground region could not be segregated on the basis of static cues. (B) Dots indicate times at

which the Gabor patches changed. Elements within the figure region changed at times designated by one point process, whereas Gabor patches within

the ground region changed at times designated by a second point process. The two point processes illustrated here have a temporal correlation of 0.
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plus 60 subsequent frames); both the figure and ground

elements underwent 30 changes during each trial.

Observers judged whether the rectangular figure region,

as defined by the temporal structure of the changes,

was oriented horizontally or vertically. Judgements were

indicated by pressing one of two keys. An auditory

‘‘ping’’ provided feedback for incorrect responses.

2.3. Apparatus

The stimuli and experimental trials were generated on

an Apple Macintosh G4 computer and presented on a

Mitsubishi Diamond Pro 2020u monitor (20 in.;

1024 · 768 pixels; 120 Hz). The monitor provided the

only source of illumination in an otherwise darkened

testing room. Observers sat 80 cm from the screen with
their heads stabilized in a chinrest.

2.4. Observers

Four observers with normal or corrected-to-normal

vision participated in all experiments reported herein.

Two observers (SEG and LAG) were authors on this

paper; the other two observers (DAB and CYK) had
considerable experience as psychophysical observers

but were the naı̈ve to the experimental hypotheses.
1 Illustrative stimulus sequences for each experiment are available

online as supplementary files.
3. Experiment 1: Temporal structure defined by random

changes

3.1. Method

In the first experiment, we investigated whether ele-

ments undergoing different sequences of changes but
with the same temporal structure would be grouped to-

gether by the visual system. Thus, the type of change

that each element underwent (i.e., orientation change,

phase change, spatial frequency change, or contrast

change) varied randomly both across elements and over

the course of a trial. That is, one Gabor patch might

change successively by orientation, contrast, phase,

and then orientation again, whereas an immediately
adjacent element might undergo a different sequence of

changes but at precisely the same times. 1

The arrays for this experiment contained 25 · 25
Gabor patches (SD = 0.125�; visible area � 0.4�); the
center-to-center distance between elements measured

0.5�, for a total stimulus size of 12.5� · 12.5�. The figure
consisted of a horizontal or vertical 9 · 15 rectangular
subset of elements that varied randomly in location.
Spatial frequency was constrained between 2 and

8 cpd; contrast ranged from 0.1 to 1.0. The correlation

between the point processes for the figure and ground

regions (0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, or 0.8) was the key independent

variable. All observers participated in two experimental

sessions, each consisting of 10 randomly ordered trials

with each level of correlation.

3.2. Results and discussion

Fig. 2 plots observers� ability to correctly judge the
orientation of the figure region as a function of figure–

ground correlation. Small correlation values signify con-

spicuous differences in temporal structure between figure

and ground regions; as correlation increases, differences
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Fig. 2. Results for Experiment 1: group average (A) and individual data (B). The proportion of responses on which observers correctly reported the

orientation of the figure appears as a function of figure–ground correlation, where high correlation values denote weak differences in temporal

structure between figure and ground. Error bars represent ±1 SE across observers.
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in temporal structure diminish and figure–ground seg-

mentation becomes more difficult. Clearly, performance

approached ceiling levels even when the temporal struc-

ture available for segmentation and grouping was mini-

mized (i.e., high correlation between the figure and

ground point processes). As the temporal structures
of the figure and ground regions would be identical at

a correlation of 1.0, performance would no doubt have

declined if the range of tested correlations were

extended further. Regardless, this experiment establishes

that observers can effectively segment a visual array

based on temporal information carried by multiple

messengers.

These results are consistent with the idea that observ-
ers can group across different messengers of temporal

structure to perceive a coherent spatial form. Alterna-

tively, however, the spatial form may have emerged

through dynamically changing groupings within individ-

ual messengers. That is, all elements momentarily under-

going orientation changes, for example, may be grouped

together; the subset of these elements subsequently

changing in phase may then group with other elements
undergoing a phase change at the same time. Though

brief and varying over time, these groupings could theo-

retically provide sufficient spatial information to distin-

guish horizontal from vertical figures. Therefore, we

investigated the idea of grouping across different mes-

sengers of change more systematically in two further

experiments.
Fig. 3. Single frame of a stimulus for Experiment 2. A central 2 · 4
rectangle either vertically (solid lines) or horizontally (dashed lines)

constituted the figure. Regardless of the figure orientation, the eight

elements flanking the central square, indicated by the dotted circles,

had their temporal structure carried by one messenger; all remaining

elements had their temporal structure carried by a second messenger.
4. Experiment 2: Mixing messengers systematically

In Experiment 2, we sought conclusive evidence that

the visual system abstracts temporal structure from the

messenger of the dynamic change. To this end, we uti-

lized displays in which the task-relevant spatial structure
could emerge only if the visual system grouped across

different messengers of temporal structure. If grouping

occurs within individual messengers but not across mes-

sengers, then task performance will be at chance level.

4.1. Method

Fig. 3 depicts a single frame of a stimulus for this

experiment. The stimuli consisted of 6 · 6 arrays of

Gabor patches (SD = 0.2�; center-to-center distance =
1.0�; total stimulus size = 6.0� · 6.0�). The central 2 · 4
rectangle, oriented either horizontally or vertically,



Fig. 4. Results for Experiment 2: group average (A) and individual data (B). For all graphs, threshold correlation (i.e., figure–ground correlation

leading to .71 correct responses) is plotted as a function of the combination of messengers in the display. Dark bars indicate conditions in which a

single messenger carried all temporal structure; light bars indicate conditions in which task performance required grouping across two different

messengers of temporal structure. Error bars on the individual plots represent 1 SE across the eight staircases measured for each messenger

combination.

2 No systematic differences arose between the two different config-

urations for each messenger combination. Therefore, all presented data

average across configuration.
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constituted the figure region. Initially, the elements var-

ied randomly in orientation, phase, spatial frequency

(1.0–4.0 cpd), and contrast (0.1–1.0).

As before, two different point processes determined

the times at which figure elements and ground elements
underwent change. However, the messenger of change

varied systematically, rather than randomly, across the

stimulus array and remained constant for each element

during the course of a trial. The eight elements flanking

the central square had their temporal structure defined

by one messenger (i.e., underwent one type of change),

whereas the remaining 28 elements had their temporal

structure defined by a second messenger (i.e., a second
type of change; see Fig. 3). Note that this arrangement

of messengers is independent of the conveyed temporal

structure that defines the figure and ground regions. In

this manner, determining whether the figure was ori-

ented horizontally or vertically required grouping across

messengers; the relevant spatial structure would emerge

only if two pairs of flankers became grouped with the

central square on the basis of common temporal struc-
ture carried by different messengers, while the other

two pairs of flankers became grouped with the sur-

rounding elements.

In separate experimental sessions, we tested stimuli

containing all possible pairwise combinations of messen-

gers as well as stimuli in which all elements had their

temporal structure carried by a single messenger. Fig-

ure–ground correlation varied according to two inter-
leaved 2-up/1-down staircases. Correlation started at
0.4, changed at 0.2 increments for four reversals, and

then changed at 0.067 increments for 10 reversals. For

one of the staircases, one of the two messengers in the

combination being tested defined the temporal structure

of the flankers and the second messenger defined the
temporal structure of the central square and surround-

ing elements; for the second staircase, the opposite con-

figuration was used. We averaged the correlation values

leading to the final four reversals in each staircase to

yield a measure of threshold correlation for the combi-

nation of carriers in question. 2 All observers partici-

pated in four experimental sessions for each individual

carrier, followed by four sessions for each combination
of two different carriers. Session ordering was counter-

balanced across subjects.
4.2. Results and discussion

Fig. 4 depicts threshold correlation—the correlation

between the figure and ground point processes leading

to .71 correct horizontal/vertical judgment—as a func-
tion of the combination of carriers in the display. A

higher threshold correlation corresponds to better task

performance; as correlation increases, less temporal dif-

ference exists to segregate figure and ground. However,
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one should note that even a threshold correlation of zero

represents above-chance task performance for the easi-

est judgments.

The dark bars indicate conditions in which all Gabor

patches had their temporal structure carried by the same

messenger. These data indicate that observers can effec-
tively discriminate figure from ground whenever these

regions are defined by differentially synchronized

changes within a single stimulus attribute. For all

observers, performance levels with each individual mes-

senger significantly exceeded chance level (i.e., the stair-

cases converged readily). However, orientation changes,

spatial frequency changes, phase changes, and contrast

changes supported spatial grouping to different relative
extents. The relative effectiveness of the four messengers,

which varied somewhat across observers, may be attrib-

utable to differences in the salience of neural signals

accompanying change (i.e., signals that we think of as

transient responses in neural elements possessing high

temporal fidelity).

An examination of the data for the various mixed-

messenger conditions (light bars in Fig. 4) reveals an
interesting pattern. First, all messenger combinations

led to effective extraction of spatial form, even though

no relevant spatial structure existed unless observers

combined temporal structure information across differ-

ent messengers. Second, the level of performance for

each combination of messengers approximated the level

of performance achieved when all information resided

within the weaker of the two individual messengers. In
some cases (e.g., the spatial frequency and contrast com-

bination), we even observed a performance advantage in

the mixed-messenger conditions, relative to performance

with the component messengers. This advantage may be

attributable to a boosting of a weakly signaled change

(i.e., change in contrast) by a more strongly signaled

change.

In sum, this experiment clearly demonstrates that
observers extract spatial structure from temporal struc-

ture, even when temporal information must be com-

bined across different messengers of change. Further,

mixing messengers of temporal structure is cost-free:

to the extent that the visual system can extract the

temporal structure from changes within a given

messenger, this information can be combined with the

temporal structure from changes within a different
messenger.
5. Experiment 3: Distinguishing different messengers of

change

In a final experiment, we investigated whether the

combination of information across different messengers
precedes or follows the extraction of temporal structure.

Based on results discussed thus far, the temporal struc-
ture used for spatial segregation could be extracted in-

dependently from the different messengers, then

subsequently compared by a higher-level mechanism.

Alternatively, the notion of ‘‘change’’ may be abstracted

from the nature of the messenger, such that temporal

structure is extracted directly from a universal
messenger.

5.1. Method

To distinguish these possibilities, temporal structure

defined a 9 · 15 rectangular figure within a 25 · 25 array
of Gabor patches, as in Experiment 1. However, the sto-

chastic point processes for figure and ground determined

not whether a change would occur on any given frame,

but the type of change that would occur. On every

frame, each element in the array underwent either a

phase change or a spatial frequency change. All elements
within a given region changed by the same messenger on

any given frame; across the two regions, temporal struc-

ture had a correlation of 0, meaning that different types

of change occurred in the figure versus the ground on

50% of frames. Thus, the temporal structure of rele-

vance for segregation and grouping depended on the dif-

ferent patterns of change in the figure and ground

regions over time.
In previous experiments, ‘‘changes’’ involved ran-

domly sampling new values for the messenger in ques-

tion. In Experiment 3, the step sizes of the phase and

spatial frequency changes were held constant within a

trial, with only the direction of the change randomly

determined. Following random determination of the ini-

tial values for each Gabor patch (within the limits previ-

ously reported), spatial frequency changed by either
33.3% or 66.7% on each frame; phase changed in steps

of 0 (i.e., no change), p/6, p/3, p/2, 2p/3, or 5p/6. All
observers completed eight experimental sessions, each

consisting of five randomly ordered trials with each

crossed combination of spatial frequency and phase step

size. Additionally, each observer participated in four

sessions in which spatial frequency was held constant,

such that the figure was defined only by the temporal
structure of phase changes (p/6, p/3, p/2, 2p/3, or 5p/6;
10 trials of each level per session).
5.2. Results and discussion

If the extraction of temporal structure precedes the

combination of information across messengers, then

two strong sources of temporal structure define the fig-
ure region in the stimuli for this experiment. That is,

both the timing of spatial frequency changes and the

timing of phase changes would cause the same figure re-

gion to segregate from the ground region. With these

two strong sources of information being extracted
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independently then subsequently combined, task perfor-

mance should be excellent regardless of the sizes of the

changes (Fig. 5A). By contrast, if the visual system ex-

tracts temporal structure from an abstracted messenger,

then a different pattern should emerge. When one mes-

senger indicates a large change relative to the other mes-
senger, grouping and segregation may be possible.

However, when the sizes of the two changes match per-

ceptually, the displays carry no differentiated temporal

structure for spatial segregation: both the figure and

ground elements simply ‘‘change’’ on every frame. Thus,

for each spatial frequency step size, there should be a

perceptually matched phase step size at which task per-

formance is at chance level (Fig. 5B).
Fig. 6 plots the proportion of correct responses as a

function of the size of the phase change in the display.

When temporal structure emerged only through spatial
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recovering the temporal structure of the stimulus. That

is, the temporal structure information used for spatial

grouping and segregation depends on a universal mes-

senger that simply indicates when change has occurred,

disregarding the type of change.
6. General discussion

In the natural environment, temporally coincident

events usually can be attributed to a single underlying

cause. The visual system appears to be able to capitalize

on this ecological knowledge by grouping on the basis of

common fate. The results of the current experiments fit
with recent tradition in expanding the Gestalt notion

of common fate, and establish temporal synchrony,

broadly defined, as a central algorithm for visual bind-

ing. Any elements undergoing detectable visual changes

according to the same temporal pattern appear to orga-

nize perceptually into a coherent spatial form. That is,

the visual system abstracts the notion of change from

the nature of the change, ultimately using the temporal
structure of this abstracted messenger as a cue for

grouping.

In response to earlier work on grouping by temporal

structure, Adelson and Farid (1999; see also Farid &

Adelson, 2001) suggested that low-pass temporal filter-

ing of stimulus sequences akin to those used here may

reveal static contrast cues that, in principle, could be
or
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frequency combination). Positive values indicate contrast cues supporting the

the orthogonal orientation. Note that the suggested orientation of the fig

alternatives. (B) Average contrast cue for each individual messenger and c

denote positive values; dark bars denote negative values. Error bars indicate

zero, indicates that there existed no consistent contrast cue to support perfo
used to perform the spatial discrimination task (cf.,

Lee & Blake, 1999a). By this argument, the binding of

Gabor patches into a coherent form occurs not because

of temporal synchrony, but because there are moments

in the stimulus sequences during which the figure ele-

ments integrate to a noticeably higher or lower contrast
than the ground elements. Note that Adelson and Farid

are not discounting the potency of correlated temporal

structure within a dynamic visual scene, but they are

proposing that this temporal structure generates lumi-

nance contrast boundaries owing to temporal integra-

tion. Their arguments are based on the outputs of

hypothetical neural filters operating on selected stimulus

sequences.
To evaluate whether our mixed-messenger stimuli

contain embedded contrast artifacts, we performed a

comprehensive analysis of the stimulus sequences used

in the current study (see Appendix A). Fig. 7 depicts

the results of our analyses for Experiment 2. In these

graphs, positive values indicate contrast cues supporting

the ‘‘correct’’ orientation, whereas negative values (de-

noted by dark bars in Fig. 7B) indicate contrast cues
supporting the alternative, ‘‘incorrect’’ orientation. In

individual trials (Fig. 7A), the potential contrast cue

fluctuated rapidly over time between positive values,

which may support segregation of the figure, and nega-

tive values, which oppose its segregation. Further, when

averaged over time and across trials (Fig. 7B), there

emerged no consistent contrast cue to support figure–
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ground segregation for any combination of messengers.

Thus, we can attribute performance in the grouping task

to the only available information: the differing temporal

structures of the figure and ground regions.

If temporal structure provides a strong cue for per-

ceptual organization, even when extracted across differ-
ent messengers, then one may question why some

experiments investigating the influence of synchrony

on grouping produced negative results. In some cases,

effective grouping based on spatial factors may have pre-

cluded any further influence of temporal factors (e.g.,

Fahle & Koch, 1995; Kiper et al., 1996). However, this

explanation cannot account for a lack of perceptual

organization in displays containing only temporal cues
for grouping. Farid and Adelson (2001), for example,

demonstrated that the visual system does not group to-

gether small drifting dots that simultaneously change

directions.

The results of the current experiments show that not

all messengers of temporal structure provide equal sup-

port for grouping mechanisms. Contrast changes, for

example, result in less effective segmentation and group-
ing than do orientation, phase, or spatial frequency

changes (Experiment 2). Therefore, it appears that dif-

ferent messengers contribute to a generalized temporal

structure only to the extent that they individually pro-

vide salient, temporally localized information that a

change has occurred. The direction-changing dots in

Farid and Adelson�s (2001) displays may simply fail to
provide an effective ‘‘change’’ cue for temporal grouping
mechanisms; the inability of these stimuli to trigger a re-

sponse in band-pass filters supports this conjecture.

Simultaneous responses in band-pass filters—which sig-

nal the occurrence of change—may be a neural cue that

triggers the operation of binding mechanisms; further

research is needed both to test this hypothesis and to

determine the nature of the mechanism by which the vi-

sual system binds the responses of spatially distributed
band-pass filters into a coherent representation of form.

Do the current results reveal anything about binding

mechanisms? In general, grouping based on extrinsic

temporal synchrony—induced by the temporal structure

of a stimulus—could be mediated by correlated changes

in firing rates (Shadlen & Movshon, 1999; Shadlen &

Newsome, 1998) or by synchronous neural responses

(Singer, 1999; Singer & Gray, 1995). However, the cur-
rent results would seem to pose difficulties for the firing

rate hypothesis. Recall that elements undergoing tempo-

rally correlated contrast changes promote grouping both

in isolation and in combination with elements undergo-

ing simultaneous orientation, spatial frequency, or

phase changes. Moreover, those contrast changes were

random with respect to both magnitude and direction

across the field of elements. It is well established that,
within limits, increases in contrast produce increases in

firing rate, whereas decreases in contrast produce de-
creases in firing rate. Therefore, figure–ground segmen-

tation in any of the displays with contrast changes

required the grouping of elements that were having very

different effects on firing rate. Thus, it is difficult to see

how the successful grouping of elements changing in

contrast could be based on correlated firing rate. How-
ever, we see no obvious reason why synchronized con-

trast changes could not produce synchronized neural

events that could promote grouping.

Regardless of the underlying mechanism, the current

results highlight the central role of temporal structure in

perceptual organization. In determining which spatially

distinct elements belong to a unified spatial form, the vi-

sual system capitalizes on the dynamic nature of the
environment. Our findings indicate that different mes-

sengers of temporal structure interact to produce a uni-

fied, abstracted message for the binding of local features

into global objects. Ultimately, this abstracted message

results in the grouping of synchronously changing ele-

ments without regard to the nature of the change.
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Appendix A

To test for contrast artifacts in our stimuli, each stim-
ulus sequence was filtered with a temporal low-pass ker-

nel of the form given by Adelson and Farid (1999):

hðtÞ ¼ ðt=sÞ2e�t=s; s ¼ 0:01:

For each frame of the filtered sequence, the average

root-mean-square contrast was calculated for the figure

and ground regions. The absolute value of the contrast

difference for the figure versus ground region indicates

the extent to which contrast may promote segregation

of the figure within each static image; large values

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.visres.2004.10.014
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.visres.2004.10.014
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indicate conspicuous segregation by contrast whereas

small values indicate little or no segregation.

For Experiment 2, the absolute value of the figure–

ground contrast difference additionally was calculated

for the alternative (orthogonal) figure and ground re-

gions. Taking the difference between these estimates
for the correct figure orientation (as designated by tem-

poral structure) versus the orthogonal figure orientation

quantifies the contrast available at each point in time

potentially to support performance on the horizontal/

vertical task. Positive values indicate contrast cues

favoring the ‘‘correct’’ orientation, whereas negative val-

ues indicate contrast cues favoring the alternative orien-

tation. Finally, averaging over the entire stimulus
sequence provides an estimate, for each trial, of the ori-

entation and strength of figure–ground segregation

based on contrast cues.

The results of these analyses indicated that contrast

artifacts cannot account for performance in the current

experiments. See main text for details of the filtering re-

sults for Experiment 2.
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